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Accessibility statement
The purpose of scientific publication is the presentation of ideas
and dissemination of findings. In the course of our (ongoing)
work on creating a comic series about Responsible AI, we have
found that relatable cartoons and visual humor are a rich but
underappreciated source of clarity and accessibility that enable
effective communication to a broad audience. Comic books are a
particularly prescient medium for literature reviews and critical
surveys, and for bridging insights from different disciplines such
as philosophy, law, sociology, and computer science. Given the
inherently interdisciplinary nature of machine learning, we see
comics and other technical artwork as a promising new medium
of scholarship. We hope to demonstrate their utility through our
work and to popularize their adoption more broadly in the
scientific community.

We care deeply about making our comics as digitally accessible
as possible. Towards this end, we have taken the following
measures:

1. We’ve chosen a typeface that was developed specially for
dyslexic readers. All of the major text in the comic is in the
“Open Dyslexic” font.

2. The comic book is fully alt-texted and can be read entirely
using a screen reader. We are also releasing a complete
transcript of the comic book, including all of the text and
image descriptions.

3. We will be translating the comic into different languages to
cater to speakers of languages other than English.
Translated volumes can be accessed from the Data,
Responsibly comics homepage.

We would like to thank Amy Hurst and Chancey Fleet for
guiding us on the Accessibility front.

Please feel free to reach out to us if you have any recommendations on how 
we can further improve the accessibility of our comics. 

https://dataresponsibly.github.io/comics/
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About

Falaah Arif Khan
@FalaahArifKhan

Co-Creator, Writer, Artist, Cover Artist

Julia Stoyanovich
@stoyanoj

Co-Creator, Writer

With the undecipherable alchemy  that is grad-school admissions, the Cosmos brought 
these two creative minds together and thus was born: DATA, RESPONSIBLY COMICS!

F a L a a h is a Scientist/Engineer by training and an Artist by nature, chasing a
passion for building Robust and Ethical ML all the way from industry to academia. In
the face of having to incessantly remind everyone around her about the limitations of
current ML capabilities, Falaah started “MachineLearnist Comics” - online Scientific
Comics about the AI Landscape.

J u L i a is an Assistant Professor of Computer Science and Engineering and of Data
Science at NYU. She is passionate about Responsible Data Science and leads the
“Data, Responsibly” project, the latest offering of which is the inimitable,
interdisciplinary course on Responsible Data Science.

Whether you’re a Student, unsure about where to get started in the sea of ML 
scholarship; or an Educator, looking for a fun new pedagogical instrument for your 

students; or a Practitioner, looking for some relatable content about all the 
idiosyncrasies of the current AI landscape; or just a good ol’ John/Jane Doe who likes 

to read comics and is intrigued by the prospect of a long form scientific volume,
Data, Responsibly Comics are for you!

https://twitter.com/FalaahArifKhan
https://twitter.com/STOYANOJ
https://falaaharifkhan.github.io/research/
https://twitter.com/MachineLearnist
http://stoyanovich.org/
https://dataresponsibly.github.io/
https://dataresponsibly.github.io/courses/spring20/
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